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The Balkan Peninsula became one of the key geopolitical hot spots in Europe ever since the Eastern question was opened. The ground connection
from central Europe to the Middle East led straight through the Balkans,
which was of a great significance. Тoday, Russia has the ambition to use the
geographic position of the Balkans for the construction of new energy corridors leading to central Europe. The US and the UK are trying in every way
to prevent this development. Several projects in the domain of energy that
had to do with the Balkans were presented since the nineties. First, it was
the project of AMBO and CPOT and later the “South Stream” and “Nabucco” pipelines. In conclusion, this paper talks about the fact that the Balkans
have an excellent geographical position which can constitute a comparative
advantage for the countries in this region in relation to the energy linking of
Russia and continental Europe. However, in the case of wider destabilization
and further delay of the construction of strategic gas pipelines, development
of alternative solutions can be expected. One of them, when it comes to Russia, might be to increase the capacity of the “Nord Stream”. One should also
pay attention to the efforts of the countries in the Middle East to enter the
European energy market. The first announcement of this kind came from Israel that is interested in the pipeline that would connect it with Cyprus, and
then with Greece.
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Балканско полуострво је постало једно од кључних геополитичких жаришта у Европи још од када је отворено Источно питање. Копнена веза
од централне Европе до Блиског истока води право преко Балкана, што
је од великог значаја. Русија има амбицију да користи географски положај Балкана за изградњу нових енергетских коридора који воде до централне Европе. САД и Велика Британија покушавају да на сваки начин
спрече овакав развој догађаја. Од почетка деведесетих година ХХ века
представљено је неколико пројеката у области енергетике који су имали
везе са Балканом. Најпре су то били пројекти АМБО и ЦПОТ, а касније
„Јужни ток“ и „Набуко“. У закључку овога рада говори се о томе да Балкан
има одличан географски положај, који може да представља компаративну предност за земље региона које се јављају као важна карика у енергетском повезивању Русије и континенталне Европе. Међутим, у случају
шире дестабилизације и даљег одлагања изградње стратешког гасовода
који би повезао Русију и централну Европу, може се очекивати развој алтернативних решења. Једно од њих, када је у питању Русија, може бити
да се повећа капацитет гасовода „Северни ток“. Такође треба обратити
пажњу и на напоре земаља Блиског истока да заузму важније место на
европском енергетском тржишту.

The Balkans have a very favorable geographic position. The main continental roads
leading through the Western Balkans connect
this region with the Near East, the Middle
East and Caucasus-Caspian region. The Balkans also present a routе (although less-used)
which connects Europe with the northern
Africa and central Asia. Thanks to the Danube, the rivers passing through the Balkans
connect the Black Sea basin with the Atlantic
aquatorium (Rhine–Main–Danube canal) [1].
A good geographical position and the importance of this territory in the geopolitical sense
caused the great powers to show their interest
in the Balkans since the opening of the Eastern
Question in the 19th century. This interest has
been manifested in continuity until today. The
geopolitical concepts of four large centers of
power have played and are playing an important role in the Balkans geopolitics.
First of all, one has to bear in mind the Anglo-American block, led until World War II
by Great Britain, and since then by the United
States. The next one is the German continentalism that for a long time has used the Austrian (and Austro-Hungarian) vector to protect
its interests in the Balkans while today it is

using the EU instruments. Then there is Russia
which during the twentieth century was a part
of the Soviet Union, and today is the center
of new Eurasian integration of the continent,
which is being formed and which reaffirms the
theory of Eurasianism. And finally, the fourth
power, at the present time the middle power,
which is continuously interested in the Balkans, is the successor of the Ottoman Empire
– Turkey. In addition, it should also be mentioned, and that for a long time France was an
important factor in the Balkans geopolitics,
especially during the Eastern Question and
the period between the two world wars. After
Charles De Gaulle, however, France has shown
less interest in this region, and its activities are
mainly carried out through the support of the
Anglo-American block or correction of German initiatives that are implemented through
the EU institutions. It looks like that, since the
beginning of the 21st century, France is more
focused on the Mediterranean and on its own
role in the Sub-Saharan Africa, where it is trying to impose itself as a leading regional player
and according to that, to define its own geopolitical goals. The Balkans, as it has become
a trend in the last four decades, remain a peripheral question for France. Noting that it is
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possible that the Balkans will again become an
important question in the French geopolitics
(if France would need it in order to protect its
interests in the Mediterranean) it should be
highlighted that new geopolitical players more
present nowadays in the Balkans are China,
Iran, Saudi Arabia and pan-Islamic movement
(embodied today in the Islamic State). Also, although on a lower scale, interest in the Balkans
is shown by India and Japan.
Balkan is important for China because it is
set in the western wing of a new “Silk road”,
considered a strategic corridor that will connect Beijing with Europe. Regarding Iran, with
its presence in the Balkans, it is trying to create
a new balance of powers in the Middle East,
since the Balkan region is considered as the
north-western border of the Middle East region. Iran is especially active in its work with
the political and cultural elite in the Muslim
public in the Balkans. For Saudi Arabia, the
Balkan Peninsula is terra missiones for spreading the Wahabite teaching, through which it is
trying to strengthen its presence and create a
solid platform for its future moves. As a result
of domestication of the Wahabite ideas with
the Balkan Muslims, a significant number of
people responded positively to the calls of the
Islamic State and joined its troops fighting in
Iraq and Syria.

Map 1. The Heart of the World and the Inner Crescent
according to Halford Mackinder [3]
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Goals and interests of four main geopolitical players in the Balkans are pretty clearly
defined through several historical stages [2].
For the Anglo-American block, the Balkans
are a part of Mackinder’s Inner Crescent, or
the Spykman’s Hinterland, a territory of a great
significance since it can be used for “surrounding Russia” and creating the control of the
World Island. For the Anglo-Saxon politics,
creating control over Mackinder’s Inner Crescent is of a key significance, since in that way
Germany and Russia would be separated and
a possibility of a pact between middle European continentalism and Russian Eurasianism
would be prevented.
A prerequisite for the “encirclement of Russia”, from the viewpoint of Atlantist forces, is
its “containment” in the Balkans, which is being implemented by suppressing the Russian
presence in this area. The unfavorable fact for
the Anglo-American objectives is, that people
living in the Balkans are Orthodox Christians,
nations that are religiously and culturally close
to Moscow. This is opening the door to Russia
for strengthening of its political and economic
influence in the region.
Strengthening of Russia’s southwestern geopolitical vector goes through the Balkans. A
century ago the Russian geopolitical goal was
to install the “checkpoints” of its influence
in the Balkans in order to geographically “besiege” Constantinople, and to provide access to
the warm Aegean, Ionian, and
Adriatic seas through the southwestern vector. “The indisputable
Russian interest was to strengthen its position in the Balkans and
to use the religious vertical in order to bind the Balkan countries
to itself. Russian contribution to
the preparation of the First Balkan War was immense and probably crucial to creating a military
alliance between Serbia, Bulgaria,
Greece and Montenegro” [4]. At
the beginning of the 21st century,
Russia has tried to strengthen its
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south-western geopolitical vector through the
realization of the idea of creating a strategic
gas pipeline through the Balkans. This was the
prelude to a new major geopolitical game, just
as interesting as the one that took place a hundred years ago, in the final stage of solving the
Eastern Question.
Just as hundred years ago, Germany and
Turkey are involved in this battle. Berlin’s interest in the Balkans rose rapidly after the Berlin congress and with the German unification
new ambitions of this new European power also rose. Germany started showing more
and more interest in the Middle East and the
Balkans in order to realize its strategically important project “the Baghdad railways”. This,
of course, was in contrast with the British interests. The British were concerned that the
railroad could extend to Basra, which would
present a direct threat to their interests in the
Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean [5]. In addition, French also had their concerns that
the completion of the Baghdad railway would
establish firmer ties between Berlin and the
German colonies in the East Africa (Rwanda,
Burundi and part of Tanzania) and the southwest Africa (Namibia). That would have undermined the existing balance of powers in
the wider region and threatened not only the
British but also the French interests.

Map 2. The planned railway route from Berlin
to Baghdad from 1900 [6]

In a long political struggle Germany constantly made concessions, and in March 1914,
it even pledged to recognize the explicit rights
to the famous “Anglo-Persian company” to explore and utilize resources in southern Mesopotamia, central and southern Persia. But not
even those guarantees were enough for the UK
to change its view [7].
For more and more active Turkey, after painful and difficult retreat at the beginning of the
21st century, Balkan today presents a corridor
through which it can continue the geopolitical
expansion towards the heart of the continent.
At the beginning of the 21st century the
Balkan Peninsula presents an important geostrategic area through which several British
geopolitical vectors go through: The Balkans
are part of Mackinder’s “East European belt”
that enters the Inner Crescent, a point where it
can stop the German progress towards Baghdad and Russian access to the warm seas. By
controlling the Balkans, the Great Britain stays
the sovereign lord of the Mediterranean – it
prevents the possibility of further growth of
Germany as a continental force and consolidation of Russia’s positions in the southeast Europe. Just as it was a century ago, Balkan today
is an important geostrategic area for the Anglo-American interests.
One of the key strategic goals
of the US, the EU, and Russia in
the Balkans is tied to the questions of energy security. Balkan is
located in the area important for
transport of oil and natural gas
from the markets in the Middle
East and central Asia to western
markets [8]. Western countries or
the so-called “end users” import
about 70% of that energy [9].
It is appropriate that the EU
wants to reduce its energy dependence on Russia and other
producers. Therefore, the EU
initiated a number of programs
with the aim to increase the share
of energy from renewable sources. However, as
can be seen from the presented Figures no. 1.
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and 2., this process is slow and at least in the
When it comes to fossil fuels, it is necessary
st
first half of the 21 century, fossil fuels will re- to underline that coal reserves have depleted
rapidly, and there are numerous ecological
main a key energy resource.
problems with excessive use of
oil. This is why gas is becoming
more popular and more acceptable energy resource.
Since 1993, there were plans
for eight energetic corridors to
be build over the Balkans: The
“South Stream” pipeline, than its
successor the “Turkish Stream”,
“NABUCCO”, the “Trans-Adriatic pipeline”, “AGRI” and the
“East ring”, as well as the oil lines
“AMBO” and “CPOT”. None of
these projects have ever been realized.
As it is the case with the EU
Figure 1. Renewable gross final energy consumption
countries,
the Balkan countries
in the EU [10]
base their energy strategy on the
availability of energy sources. It
is appropriate that in the countries of the southeast Europe,
except Albania and Moldova,
their energy security is currently based on coal. “When looking
at the primary production fuel
mix in the Energy Community, the dominance of solid fossil
fuels with a share of more than
50% is the first most striking observation. With the exception
of Albania and Moldova, solid
fossil fuels are the number one
Figure 2. The EU Energy consumption by Fuel [11]
fuel in the Contracting Parties.
Whilst Serbia and Ukraine have
rather a balanced portfolio of
energy sources, the energy mix
of the other Contracting Parties is dominated by merely two
fuels. The share of gas production is significant only in Serbia
and Ukraine. Oil and petroleum
products play an important role
in Albania. Ukraine is the only
Contracting Party with heat and
electricity generated from nucleMap 3. The “South Stream” pipeline route [12]
ar power” [14].
84
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Table 1. Basic information about strategic pipelines [13]
Project
АМBO

Established Length
(km)
1993
912

CPOT

2002

1856

NABUCCO
ТАP
South
Stream

2002
2013
2007

3893
870
2380

Capacity

Realisation

0.75 mil.brl/day Never
started
1,2–1,8 mil.brl/day Never
started
31 bil. м3/year canceled
16 bil. м3/year preparations
63 bil. м3/year canceled

However, coal reserves are quickly exhausted, and it is necessary to look for a sustainable
alternative. Excluding hydro potential, other
renewable resources are used in a negligible
percentage (Figure 3).

* Kosovo is presented independently, in accordance with UN
SC Resolution 1244. This representation does not imply political
independence.

Figure 3. Energy consumption by Fuel
in South East Europe [15]*

The southeast Europe countries signed an
agreement with the EU, in 2015, on the so-called
Third energy package, which defines the rights and obligations of
countries on the common energy
market. However, as in the case of
Migrant crisis, when it has turned
out that the Schengen and Dublin
agreement are not sufficient legal
framework for problem-solving,
the same has happened with the
common energy market in 2016,
when the European Commission
has just informed Serbia, that
the country has been thrown out
from the Plan for emergency gas supply for that
year. The question of energy supply largely remains a part of the national question.

Russia’s key initiatives were related to the
project “South Stream”. However, the project
was halted in early 2015. The reasons can be
found in the attitude of the Bulgarian and
partially of Serbian authorities, which found
themselves under heavy pressure from the US
and the EU. “Containment” of Russia in the
Balkans is used by the Anglo-American geopolitics in order to prevent the construction of
a strategic pipeline that would connect sources in Russia and end-users in the European
countries. For a long time, “Nabucco” pipeline was pushed as a counter-project to the
“South Stream” pipeline. That pipeline would
have started in Azerbaijan and through Georgia, Turkey, Bulgaria and Romania it would have brought gas to
the rest of Europe. The length of
that pipeline was supposed to be
3,893 kilometers and capacity 31
billion cubic meters. Although it
was loudly announced, the implementation of “Nabucco” never
started [16]. In July 2013, it was
announced that the main supplier – Azerbaijan was withdrawing
from the project, and even before
that the German investors had also pulled out
[17]. This is why “Nabucco”, in a sense, was replaced with the “Trans-Adriatic pipeline” that
was supposed to bring gas from the Azerbaijan
source Shah-Deniz to the south of Europe.

Map 4. Planned route of the “Nabucco” pipeline [18]
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The largest reserves of natural gas are located in Russia (proven reserves of 47 trillion
cubic meters) and in Iran (28.5 trillion cubic
meters). This is why closest to the realization
was the “South Stream” project. The building
of pipeline was announced in July 2007, by the
representatives of the Russian Gazprom and
the Italian ENI, and by the end of that year
Serbia and Bulgaria also joined that project.
The biggest shareholder of the “South Stream”
is Gazprom that owns one-half and the other
half is owned by the Italian ENI (20%), German BAF (15%) and French EDF (15%). In
spite of all obstructions, the building started in
December 2012 at the Black sea coast and continued in Bulgaria in November 2013. It was
announced that two out of four parts would be
finished in the last quarter of 2015, or in the
first quarter of 2016.
The “Trans–Adriatic pipeline” should stretch
for 870 kilometers from the Greek-Turkish
border in the northeast, across the northern
Greece and the southern Albania, then through
the bottom of the Adriatic Sea to the southern
Italy. It would be linked to the “Trans-Anatolian” pipeline on the Greek-Turkish border.
The “Trans-Anatolian” pipeline should be
completed by 2018, and is supposed to initially
bring about 16 billion cubic meters of gas per
year to the “Trans–Adriatic” pipeline [19].

Map 5. Planned route of the “Trans–Adriatic”
pipeline [20]
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The same question arises in the case of the
“Trans–Adriatic” pipeline as in the case of
“Nabucco” pipeline – since there is a “constant worry if the gas from Azerbaijan can be
an alternative to the basic reserves of gas from
Russia” [21] it is not certain that the reserves
in Azerbaijan are large enough. This question
is even more important when it is known that
gas reserves in Azerbaijan are supposed to be
used also in two new alternative routes. One
of them is the “East Ring” that should connect
Turkey, Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary and
the second one is the announced AGRI project – a pipeline for LPG (liquefied petroleum
gas) that would connect Azerbaijan, Georgia,
Romania and Italy [22].

Map 6. Planned route for AGRI pipeline

LPG would be transported by
tankers from Georgia to Romania, and from Romania to Italy,
and the pipeline would stretch
through Serbian and Croatian
territories. Both of these projects, however, have only been
announced so it is still not
known who will finance the entire job, how profitable it will be
and what selling price will be at
the end destination. Therefore, it
can be argued, that this kind of
news has been launched in order to demonstrate that there is
an alternative to the Russian gas
and pipelines that Russia wants to build with
its partners.
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In 2015, Russia moved away from the suspended “South Stream” project to the “Turkish Stream” [23]. Russia is currently supplying
European countries with about 180 billion
cubic meters of gas through the existing pipelines, plus 9 billion cubic meters that Russia is
supplying to Finland through the joint Russian-Finnish pipeline.
It has been planned that through the “Blue
Stream” pipeline, another 16 billion (with
projected growth to 32 billion by 2030) will
be delivered from Russia to Turkey; through
the “Nord Stream“ that goes through Germany to Western Europe, another 30 billion cubic meters per year will be delivered (it has
been estimated that by 2030, it should be 55
billion); and around 30 billion cubic meters
of gas per year are supposed to be delivered to
southern and central Europe over two routes
of “South Stream” which are supposed to fork
in Bulgaria [24].

Map 7. Turkish stream [25]

According to the ”Turkish Stream” project,
the capacity of that pipeline should be 63 billion cubic meters a year, out of which 47 would
be directed towards the new gas station at the
border of Turkey and Greece.
Part of the installations previously laid at
the bottom of the Black Sea for the “South
Stream” pipeline as well as the stations on the
Russian coast, would be used for the construction of the “Turkish Stream”. From the Turkish–Greek border the “Turkish Stream” would

be split in two directions. One would continue
from Greece to Italy and the other would go
through Macedonia and Serbia, linking Turkey and central Europe.
Projects like “South Stream” and “Turkish
Stream” show the importance of Balkan’s geographic position in energy linking of Europe
and Russia. However, it also shows how much
effort the United States invest in order to prevent the implementation of those projects
[26]. The policy of “containment of Russia in
the Balkans” was set by NATO at the Summit
in Bucharest in 2008 in order to decrease the
percentage of Russian participation in the European energy market [27].
This is why all projects that were seen as a
counter-proposal to the Russian pipelines, like
the “Nabucco”, TAP, AGRI or “East Ring” had
a dual function. Firstly, they had to influence
the decline of consumption of Russian gas by
the EU market. And secondly, to demonstrate
to the leaderships of the Balkan
states that the issue of energy security could be solved by relying
on other projects, without the
participation of Russia [28]. Both
of these tasks are debatable.
The biggest western energy
project that concerned Balkan in
the last two decades, was the “Nabucco” pipeline [29]. Although
the construction of that pipeline
was a political priority for the
United States, it turned out that
it could not be competitive to the
“South Stream” pipeline. First,
the capacity of the “Nabucco” was supposed to
be between 31 billion cubic meters of gas per
year, which was only half of the capacity of the
“South” or the “Turkish” stream. In addition,
it remained unclear from where “Nabucco”
would have withdrawn the said amount of gas,
as the source from Azerbaijan’s Shah Deniz
could have filled the pipeline with a maximum
of 16 billion cubic meters per year. Another
open question is the price of thus distributed
gas, because of the length of the pipeline, and
the associated costs of providing pipeline that
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would go through unstable regions. Therefore,
even if it had been realized, it would not have
been possible to provide a significant alternative to Russian energy through “Nabucco”, nor
it could have reduced the energy dependence
of Europe from Russia [30]. The same goes for
“Trans–Adriatic”, AGRI and “East Ring” [31].

again consider the possibility of using that route
(although it announced the closure of the pipeline through the territory of Ukraine). For the
United States and countries that want to reduce
the EU’s dependence on Russian gas, an alternative is to link Israel, Cyprus, the Greek coast,
Italy and the other EU Member States [32].
So far confirmed reserves in
the eastern Mediterranean zone
can provide 12 billion cubic meters of gas although there is still
a question of the right to exploit
(in whose territorial waters are
sources etc.) [33].

Conclusions

Map 8. Proposed route for the East
Mediterranean pipeline

All of the above shows that when it comes
to energy security, the Balkan countries do not
have an alternative. The only sustainable possibility that in a long run can solve the question
of energy security, is attaching to gas sources
in Russia. Because of this one can expect a new
round of destabilization in the Balkans. This
is the context in which we should look at the
conflict between Macedonian and Albanian
paramilitary formations in Kumanovo in May
2015, or the attempt to misuse the marking
of the twentieth anniversary of the crime in
Srebrenica in order to destabilize Bosnia and
Herzegovina and so on. Another thing is the
recruitment of members of the Islamic state
in the attempt to destabilize the Balkans. The
estimates are that by now more than 2.000 citizens of Balkan states are members of paramilitary formations of IS.
On the other hand, it is possible that other geopolitical players will not wait for the
“unbinding of the Balkan knot” and will seek
other, alternative routes for the construction
of new gas pipelines. For Russia and Germany, the alternative is to expand the capacity of
“Nord Stream”. Depending on the outcome of
the Ukrainian crisis, the Russian side may once
88

1. The geographic position of the
Balkans is favorable. It sets the
Balkans as an important transit
route, which is why six pipelines and two oil pipelines were projected
over this territory.
2. Projects that exclude Russia are unreal and
cannot in a long run solve the question of
energy security of Balkan countries.
3. 
Balkan countries are weak and although
they show the will to make a strategic deal
with Russia, they at the same time, cannot
withhold the pressure of the US and the EU.
4. Th
 e US has declared the decrease of European
countries’ dependence on the Russian gas as
its strategic goal in Europe. This fits into the
long-term geopolitical concept of restraining
Russia. Preventing the gas pipeline through
the Balkans that would link Russia and the
EU, is a priority for the US foreign policy.
5. If the Balkan states continue to insist on arrangements with Russia, a new destabilization in the Balkans is possible.
6. Because of possible destabilization of the
Balkans, alternative ways of supplying the
EU with gas are considered. One project is
to expand the capacity of the pipeline “Nord
Stream”, and in order to reduce dependence on
Russian gas, it is also considered to link the EU
and Israel with a new gas pipeline. The realization of these plans would in the long term influence the deterioration of economic performance and social environment in the Balkans.
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7. In the current geopolitical framework, the
Balkan states are between destabilization
and peripherization. Further binding to
the NATO and the EU presents a minor or

major harm to the region’s future. Solving
the issue of energy security and the political and economic peripheralization is only
possible in the new geopolitical framework.
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